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Introduction and Aim
Patients with muscular disorders often suffer from
weaknesses, contractures or spasticity. Ankle foot orthosis
(AFOs) influence their gait pattern by improving the function
of ankle joint, and foot positioning. Different designs are
known, discriminable into two basic principles:

Posterior leaf springs (pls-AFOs) contribute to the total work
of the ankle but constrain the movement [1] and change foot
biomechanics by the lack of a rare foot lever. While
conventional hinge joint AFOs allow joint movement in a
defined ROM with separate rare and fore foot lever, but
have a limited ability in dynamic contribution.

Combining the advantages of both designs a dynamic hinge
joint1 (dhj) with the possibility to adjust ROM separately from
the dorsal- and plantar spring strength is used in an AFO.
Aim of this case study is to evaluate the effects of an dhj-
AFO compared to a pls- AFO.

- barefoot walking, 
- shoed walking with pls-AFO
- shoed with dhj-AFO

Temporal spatial parameters, joint angles and kinetics were
calculated [2,3] and compared between the conditions.
Additionally the stiffness of both orthoses was evaluated
with shoes by moving the AFO by hand over the force
platform according to the method described by Rettig et al.
[2]. Joint angles and moments were calculated from this
test. Characteristic stiffness could be obtained from the
relationship between ankle joint and joint moment.

Results
The results from manual
stiffness testing showed a
similar result for both AFOs
(Fig.1). Compared to bare-
foot walking, walking with
an AFO is improving the
foot positioning and control
of ankle motion (Fig. 2).

Discussion and Conclusion

Tab.1: temporal spatial parameters in all three conditions

Provided with a stable fore foot lever by an AFO enables the
patient to walk with hands free, were as in barefoot walking he
used his hands on thigh to stabilize the knee angle and
compensate hyptonone calf muscles. Comparing the two
AFOs, the dhj-AFO allows more physiological ankle ROM with
a lower dorsi-flexion in mid stance. This is also benefitting for
the knee and hip extension (Fig.1). These kinematic changes
facilitate further improvements in temporal spatial parameters
(Tab.1) with dhj-AFO compared to pls-AFO.

Fig.1: AFO stiffness manual vs. subject test

Fig.2: sagital joint kinematics (left side)
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In this case report one male subject (6 y, 25.3 kg, 1.16 m)
with pes calcaneus and unconfirmed dystrophic muscle
disease underwent an instrumented clinical 3D gait
analysis (Vicon Motion Systems Ltd., Oxford, GB) in level
walking. This patient is classified as typ 5 according to
Amsterdam gait classification, walking in crouch gait
without walking aids (GMFCS 2). As conventional orthotic
treatment he walks with a pls-AFO. Three different con-
ditions were performed:

Patients/Materials and Methods 

The Patient reported better endurance with the
dhj-AFO which is in line with the improved
kinematics.
The similar characteristic of the AFO stiffness
shows that it is possible to reach stiffness
common in a pls-AFO also in a construction
using a hinge joint combined with springs. In this
case the ROM from the hinge joint helps to
control dorsifexion in mid stance. To estimate
AFO stiffness more standardized test
procedures [3] are available which should be
considered in further tests.

Orthotic adjustment and shoe selection has to
be chosen deliberately. To compare different
conditions the neutral-0-position has to be
documented.


